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Graßmann is best known among mathematicians for his Ausdehnungslehre. As is al-
ready clear from the biography in the Dictionary of Scientific Biography XV, however,
and still more from the complete conference volume within which Ohala’s article be-
longs, he was not only interested in many fields beyond mathematics: he also made
important contributions to several of them - not least to linguistics, which is indeed the
topic of no less than four articles in the volume.
Three of these concentrate on his work as a Sanskritist and its repercussions. Ohala
offers a brief sketch of his broader work, on one hand within comparative linguistics, on
the other within physical phonetics.
Within the former domain, his explanation of some of the apparent exceptions to the
Rask-Grimm sound shift laws from phonetic context (“Graßmann’s law”, about dis-
similation of double aspiration) and his arguments that Sanskrit cannot be the mother
tongue of the Indo- European family but must be one of many descendants of a proto-
Indo-European language show him to be one of those who prepared the way for both the
Junggrammatiker and for Ferdinand de Saussure (whose writings are indeed regularly
in dialogue with Graßmann). Within the latter, he anticipated (by purely auditory
means) Helmholtz’ experimentally based analysis of the composition of vowel sounds
from harmonic overtones - Ohala offers an almost page-long translation of a passage of
Graßmann’s 1854 treatise.
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